AMBAR as a public health index for assessment of malnutrition in children.
This is a prospective case control study conducted in Gondar College of Medical Sciences Hospital and Gondar Health Center from March 1998 to March 2000 to determine the value of different size "AMBAR" to assess malnutrition in children age 12 months - 59 months. A total of 191 cases and 191 controls were enrolled in this study. In the process, we have developed a modified form of measuring the arm circumference by using a locally made bracellet called "AMBAR" of three different sizes. Among the three different size "AMBARs", the one with an internal diameter of 4 cm was found to be the most appropriate size to diagnose Protein Energy Malnutrition (PEM) as compared to the Harvard standard with a positive predictive value of 87.6% and negative predictive value of 95%. However "AMBAR" with an internal diameter of 3.5 cm has shown a sensitivity of 29% and specificity of 100%. The positive predictive value was 100% and Negative predictive value was 58%. Since the sensitivity was very low for this size, we felt that, it would not be rational to continue computing for "AMBAR" with an internal diameter of 3.0 cm. Finally we have concluded that, assessment of malnutrition using "AMBAR" 4 cm is a fairly useful method which can be used by mothers/caretakers who do not know how to read and write. It is also technically simpler to apply and requires inexpensive and easily available apparatus.